
Fiber Optical LIU(light interface unit) is a box for protecting the optical cable and pigtail splice in the cable

laying. it is mainly used for the straight-through connection and brand connection of the indoor optical cable

and the fixing of the cable terminal and functions as a pigtail storage and protection joint.

Note: The Fiber optical LIU is not suitable for outdoor use. if its is used, protective measures should 

be taken. special specifications can be customized according to customer requirements. 

1. Telecommunications subscriber loop

2. Fiber to the home (FTTH)

3. LAN/WAN and metro networks

4. CATV network

5. Other applications in Fiber Optical systems.

6. In conformance with GR-449-CORE Telecordia standards.
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L I U ( L I G H T I N T E R F A C E U N I T )

Model no. AS-2012



Features:

1.      Standard size, light weight and reasonable structure

2.      Splice tray inside changeable

3.      Can be used in 19” standard distribution frame

4.      Suitable for ribbon and single fiber

5.      Various panel plate to fit different adapter interface

6.      Come with fiber optic pigtails and adaptors

7.      High quality slide way-easy for management and operation

8.      Slide type rack mount ports-12 core Height-1U(1.75 inches) width-19” standards rack body-

         Aluminum/alloy housing with fully powder coated others-provision of splice tray and cable 

         spools

9.       Fully loaded with splice tray

10.      Adaptor

11.      Pigtail

 

LIU Ordering Info:-

Item              Model No.

6Ports

8Ports

12Ports

24Ports

48Ports

96Ports

AS-2006

AS-2008

AS-2012

AS-2024

AS-2048

AS-2096
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